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Data Analysis: Data preparation

‣ selected years:

‣ for each year:

conflict adjacency matrix (AM) for the selected year

matrices with information from the previous year

(1)

(2)
trade, common IGO-memberships, distance, conflicts & 
alliances, number of common allies and enemies,…

19421920 1988



Data Analysis: Data preparation

‣ conflict adjacency matrix (AM) for the selected year

(1)

Germany USA Poland France

Germany 0 1 1 1

USA 1 0 0 0

Poland 1 0 0 0

France 1 0 0 0



Data Analysis: Data preparation

‣ 1 matrix for each of the following information from the previous year

 conflict

trade

distancemajor 
powers capabilities

IGO 
membership

form of 
government

covariates

 alliance  EE

 EF

 FF

(2)



Some data insights
1920

‣ conflict network based on the conflict adjacency matrix for 1920



Which country?

‣ conflict network based on the conflict adjacency matrix for 1942

Some data insights
1942



Germany

‣ conflict network based on the conflict adjacency matrix for 1942

1942Some data insights



‣ conflict network based on the conflict adjacency matrix for 1988

Some data insights
1988



Some data insights

‣ trade network based on the trade matrix for 1987

Which country?

Which country?

1988



Some data insights

‣ trade network based on the trade matrix for 1987

Samoa

Australia

São Tomé and Príncipe

1988



Network analysis with ERGMs

Model 1:  
ERGM only with FF EF EE

model2.final <- ergm(net1941 ~ edges 
+ edgecov(Mat_year1941_preproc_ffValues)  
+ edgecov(Mat_year1941_preproc_efValues) 
+ edgecov(Mat_year1941_preproc_eeValues)  
+ edgecov(Mat_year1941_preproc_distValues) 
+ edgecov(Mat_year1941_preproc_polityValues) 
+ edgecov(adjMat_year1941_preproc_majPow  
+ edgecov(Mat_year1941_preproc_igoValues) 
+ edgecov(Mat_year1941_preproc_capValues)  
+ edgecov(adjMat_year1941_preproc_trade)  
+ edgecov(adjMat_year1941_preproc_mid) 
+ edgecov(adjMat_year1941_preproc_allies) 
)

model1.final <- ergm(net1941 ~ edges 
+ edgecov(Mat_year1941_preproc_ffValues)  
+ edgecov(Mat_year1941_preproc_efValues 
+ edgecov(Mat_year1941_preproc_eeValues)  
)

Model 2:  
ERGM with FF EF EE  

and additional covariates

1942



Network analysis with ERGMs

Model 1:  
ERGM only with FF EF EE

Model 2:  
ERGM with FF EF EE  

and additional covariates

1942



Model 1:  
ERGM only with FF EF EE

Model 2:  
ERGM with FF EF EE  

and additional covariates

Model 3:  
ERGM with FF EF EE  

and additional covariates 
and gwdegree, gwesp and 

MPLE

Comparison of different models
1942



Model 1:  
ERGM only with FF EF EE

Model 2:  
ERGM with FF EF EE  

and additional covariates

Model 3:  
ERGM with FF EF EE  

and additional covariates 
and gwdegree, gwesp and 

MPLE

Comparison of different models
1920



Model 1:  
ERGM only with FF EF EE

Model 2:  
ERGM with FF EF EE  

and additional covariates

Model 3:  
ERGM with FF EF EE  

and additional covariates 
and gwdegree, gwesp and 

MPLE

Comparison of different models
1988



Results

Enemies of enemies (EE) are unlikely to fight each other.

Hypotheses from the paper of Maoz et al (2007):

Indirect enemies (EF) are more likely to fight each other than  
states that are not indirect enemies.

RH2

RH4



Results

Enemies of enemies (EE) are unlikely to fight each other.

Results from the paper of Maoz et al (2007):

Indirect enemies (EF) are more likely to fight each other than  
states that are not indirect enemies.

RH2

RH4

not supported

supported



Results

if 2 states are in an EF-relation, they are significantly  
likely to fight each other

Enemies of enemies (EE) are unlikely to fight each other.

My analysis for the years 1920, 1942 and 1988:

Indirect enemies (EF) are more likely to fight each other than  
states that are not indirect enemies.

RH2

RH4

My finding:

My finding: nothing significant



Results

Additional findings for the years 1920 and 1988:

increasing distance between 2 states, smaller probability for conflicts

countries that are close to each other get more often in conflicts

MID in previous year, higher probability for MID in next year

distance:

conflicts in previous year:

Additional findings for the year 1988:

trade:
increasing trade, higher probability for conflicts



… questions?

Thanks for listening!


